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Wade soared past the Hawks for 38

points. (AP Photo/Lynne Sladky)

Miami–A D-Wade  surge in the third, a couple bad possessions, a Michael Beasley eruption . . .

just like that, the Hawks lost a game they once controlled. They can’t let road games slip away like

this if they really want to win the Southeast.

– Josh and Jamal both tried to throw passes into the teeth of the Heat’s zone. “We had too many

turnovers,” Woody said. “Blind passes when nothing was there. They capitalized on it.”

– The Hawks had seven of their 13 turnovers in the fourth quarter and made just 6 of 20 shots in

the period. Once again they appeared baffled against a zone defense. “I can’t fault the effort,”

Woody said. “The effort was great. We got the tempo the way we wanted it. But then their zone

slowed us down.”

– Wade went off with 14 points in the third quarter, energizing his teammates and the fans. The

Hawks controlled him in the fourth but then Beasley took over with 14 points on 6 of 7 shooting and

a key steal. “We tried to post Smoove from the backside of the zone but Beasley did a hell of a job

in getting to the spot,” Woody said.

– Beasley had seven straight points as the Heat turned a 92-91 deficit into a 98-92 lead. “We know

he is capable of doing that,” Al said. “He was able to get two good looks from the corner. Wade had

it going at that time so we thought we would get it out of his hands.”
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– Beasley’s 3-pointer with 46.8 seconds to play was the dagger. “Honestly when it left my hand it

didn’t feel too good,” he said.

– The Hawks still had a chance when they were down 98-94 and Carlos Arroyo missed a jumper.

But Udonis Haslem rebounded. “That was pretty much the game,” Woody said.

– J.J. missed 12 of 15 shots in the second half after making 5 of 8 in the first. A tight deadline didn’t

allow me to wait around and ask him if he still felt ill tonight.

– Joe Smith took a shot to the nose and didn’t return to the game. He still was available to play but

Woody didn’t use him in the second half after he had eight points and made 3 of 3 shots in seven

minutes of the first. He helped the Hawks bench players outscore the Heat reserves 20-10 in the

first half.

– The game was delayed for several minutes at the start of the fourth quarter due to scoreboard

and clock malfunctions. At first the operator couldn’t take a point away from the Heat’s tally after a

3-pointer was changed to a 2. Then the clock didn’t start to begin the half.

– “Both teams had an opportunity to rest,” Woody said. “That had no effect on what happened.”

– Smoove wasn’t so sure. “It let ‘D Wade’ get a longer rest and we didn’t want that to happen. They

know what they was doing. They’ve been working at that scorer’s table for years and they don’t

know how to count it down? It’s a smart move by them, though. Maybe we should try that.”

– I’m out, Hawks fans.
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